
 

MetalGate Massacre vol.5 – entering the semifinals!  

On Thursday, Feb. 27, 2014, the Prague based Music City Club witnessed the conclusion 

of the basic leg of the fifth installment of metal bands contest MetalGate Massacre with 

the fourth basic round, on which the metal band Gate of Illusions from Rokycany, the nu-

metal metalcore group Foursquare from Moravský Písek, the metalheads Agassiz from 

Jablůnkov and the psychedelic death metal act Sklepmaster from Opava clashed for victory.  

The club was once again nicely filled with around 80 spectators, who once again had the 

task of voting and thus deciding which two bands would the last to advance into the semifinal 

leg.  

Parallel to the fans, the expert committee, this time composed of Filip Robovski (bass 

guitarist of Kryptor), Pepa Tuháček (music journalist and operator of Rocklina.cz e-zine), 

and the entire trinity of our die-hard fans, representing the layman metal fandom, Vlado, 

Milan Rozsíval and Roman Vávra, was again casting its votes.  

And what was the outcome this of round? With 25 votes in total, Sklepmaster took the first 

place. The second place went to Foursquare with 15 votes, third to Gate of Illusions with 

10 votes, and the final fourth to Agassiz with 8 votes.  

Sklepmaster and Foursquare thus form the final duo that is about to enter the semifinal 

battle, where bands Desire for Sorrow, All Friends Dead, The Revolt, Self Defence, 

Break the Rules and Draco Hypnalis already await.  

As was mentioned before, the basic leg is over, we know all the semifinalists, so the next item 

on the menu is the first semifinal round that will take place on Saturday, March 22, 2014, 

and now watch out, in the NOVÁ CHMELNICE club in Prague 3, Koněvova street, which 

will host the remaining portion of this year’s MetalGate Massacre, that is, both the semifinal 

and the final leg. The first semifinal shall bring the clash of BREAK THE RULES, SELF 

DEFENCE, DESIRE FOR SORROW and SKLEPMASTER.  

We begin as usual at 20:00. Doors at 19:00. Free entrance as always!  

Come to support your favorites! See you there!  

www.metalgate.cz     
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